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Sports Boats
and RHIBs
from 5 to 13
metres
Proven hull
designs from
over 50 years
of brand
history

Outboard,
Stern Drive,
Surface Drive
and Waterjet
solutions

Maximised
operating life
from racing
construction

New Range
of Luxury
Materials and
Equipment

Enhanced
fuel economy
from fast
running hulls
which require
less power
RINGPOWERCRAFT.CO.UK

Race bred
performance,
exceptional
tracking and
rough water
handling

Sports Boat Range
High Speed DNA

HARBOUR RAT

Ring Powercraft’s race bred hulls, which have evolved over its’
50 year history, deliver performance, fuel efficiency and
exceptional rough water handling.
A blend of off-the shelf and bespoke build
processes with an extensive list of options
and equipment from the World’s
leading marine manufacturers.

RANGER 25 VENGEANCE
RING 25

RANGER 34 COMING SOON
RING 34
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RHIB Range

500 SPORT

Function Without Compromise

Outboard, Stern Drive,
Surface Drive and
Waterjet solutions

680 SPORT

880 SPORT

880 COMMANDER

1080 VENGEANCE

1280 VENGEANCE

RINGPOWERCRAFT.CO.UK

Ring’s versatile range of RHIBs from 5 to 13
metres offers all of the benefits of air or
foam collars without sacrificing
performance. All Ring hulls
are derived from proven
race designs.

1080 COMMANDER

1280 COMMANDER

RING 25
This modern version of the classic Ring delivers the
performance, manoeuvrability and exceptional
rough water handling of the Ring race pedigree in
a family sports boat. The spacious cockpit and twin
berth cuddy cabin are bespoke built to each
customer’s requirements. This is the perfect
high performance craft for exciting day
boating, water sports or overnight
adventures.
Available in outboard and
inboard formats with
multiple cockpit/cabin
options.
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RING 34
Designed to compete as a Marathon
Class Race Boat, this 34 foot twin inboard
or twin rig outboard is the flagship of the Ring
Range. This exceptional craft, built for
high performance in harsh sea conditions, highlights
the evolution of the Ring hull.
Sport, Luxury and Race Editions are available. The cabin can be
configured as a two or four berth with hotel and galley facilities as
required.
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HARBOUR RAT
Available as a hard boat or RHIB in multiple formats from sports
utility to luxury tender, the much loved baby of the Ring range
offers great stability, comfort and versatility. In addition
to the generous cockpit for a boat of its’ size, the
Harbour Rat offers the performance and rough
water handling that you would expect from
Ring Powercraft.
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RANGER 25
A perfectly balanced centre console
day boat with exceptional performance,
tracking and rough water handling. Available in
sport and luxury editions with bespoke options of
layout and equipment to satisfy any requirement from
Sports Fisher to Luxury Tender.
.
The long awaited Ranger 34 will be coming soon….
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.

500 SPORT
The baby of the RHIB fleet, this incredibly stable and robust
boat is based off of the Harbour Rat Hull. Its’ high
freeboard and wide beam give the feel of a much bigger
craft and it is great in the chop.
Luxury Tender, fisher or family run-around,
this fun RHIB can be configured to suit
everyone.
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680 SPORT
This exciting stepped hull RHIB sacrifices
nothing in terms of handling and performance.
Build quality and design are derived from 50 years of
racing experience throughout the
Ring range.
Available as twin or single outboard the 680 is a true
sports boat ideal for family day boating.
.
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880 VENGEANCE, COMMANDER, INBOARD, SPORT
The 880 offers flexibility in design with a variety of
models and layouts in both stepped and Deep V
format to suit all performance RHIB functions.
Ring hulls provide the perfect
platform for high speed boating
as engine blocks continue to
Increase in Horse Power.
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880 2

880
Available in
single outboard, twin
Outboard or single inboard
formats with multiple seating
options.
.

880 SPORT
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880 VENGEANCE

880 COMMANDER

880 INBOARD

Vengeance Console or Commander
Console with twin berth cabin, both with
optional head.
.

1080 VENGEANCE, COMMANDER, INBOARD
The 1080 is based on the Ring 34 hull to deliver the
optimal performance of a Sports Boat in a RHIB
format. Available in Sport, Luxury or Race
Editions, this spacious boat offers
exceptional tracking and rough
water handling.
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1080 3

1080
Up to 3 outboards or twin stern,
surface and water jet drive inboards.

1080 VENGEANCE
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1080 COMMANDER

1080 INBOARD

Multiple configurations with console,
cabin and seating options to suit all
requirements

1280 VENGEANCE, COMMANDER, INBOARD
The 1280, the Beast of the fleet, offers Ring’s tried and tested
Series 3 Hull which comes in stepped and Deep V
formats. The beamiest craft of the fleet allows
greater flexibility in engine/drive options and
Internal configuration.
There is full flexibility in specification
with our bespoke build process
offering the latest in luxury and
tech equipment.
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1280 3

1280

1280 VENGEANCE
RINGPOWERCRAFT.CO.UK

1280 COMMANDER

1280 INBOARD

A performance hull capable
of handling big power in
outboard, sterndrive, surface drive
and waterjet drive formats.
Up to four outboard or 3 inboard
Engines with multiple configuration options.
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Optional Extras

Suspension seating
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Commander Cabin with Optional Head
Vengeance Console with Optional Head
Console Arch

















Classic T-top with canvas roof























Vengeance T-Top with electric sunroof









Stow away Bimini





















A-frame / wakeboarding frame





















All round weather protection (with T-top)

















Windscreen





















Tech gear to customer specification





















Electric Anchor















Electric Jack Plate





































Table Leg (manual/electric)
Solar panels



Ski Pole





















Swim Platform(s)





















Boarding Ladder





















Transom Shower (hot/cold)

















Head















Ambient lighting





















Racing Throttle
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HERITAGE
Few marine companies can match the true heritage and
high-performance DNA of the Ring Powercraft marque, est 1968
Mike Ring has built an outstanding reputation for ground-breaking high-performance hulls, with exceptional
maneuverability and rough water handling, that have resulted in numerous racing accolades and speed
records.
The late 1960s through to the 80s were the heyday for the ownership of family sports boating in the UK. The
Ring ethos was not to design and build solely for racing, but to create family sports boats that could be
successfully raced due to their fantastic handling, tracking and top end speed. Speed records and success in
powerboat and waterski racing endorsed the quality of the designs. The harsh environment and punishment
received from being in these competitive fields showed the quality of manufacture and strength of design,
which remains the core of the company strategy with hull designs constantly evolving.
Innovation and forward thinking have kept the brand at the forefront of high-speed boating. What some now
see as “new" technology has been tried and tested by Mike and his team - in many cases in a race
environment. For example, Ring were the first UK company to introduce stepped hulls to standard production
ski and boats in the UK in the late 1970s. Experiments followed with ventilated steps and notches to hull
bottoms which have all contributed to the evolution of today's designs.
From Aquatruk fast general-purpose dinghies in Bembridge in 1968 and racing 16-foot sports boats across the
English Channel, to launching a high speed offshore tactical rib in 2018, the performance DNA of the Ring
name continues.
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Best-in-Class Customer Service
Warranty
We provide a 10 year warranty on pleasure craft – please see our full T&Cs. (Note: Engine/ Equipment/ Tube warranty
will be subject to manufacturer’s warranty terms)

Bespoke Build
We design and build to deliver the optimal solution to meet the end user’s requirements. Clients can choose to
be active in this process or leave it to our in-house design/ naval architect team.

Financing & Insurance
We can assist with contacts on insurance and financing requirements. See the financing page on our website for
details. (Note that we do not provide financial advice/ recommendations and are not FCA registered or regulated)

Owners Portal
A new free service to provide easy access to your new boat’s documents and create a centralised service history
by uploading your service documents to the site. This information is accessed via a private login and securely
stored. Key features are:
New Boat Documentation
Owner's manual
Optional service record

Certification
We are CE Mark, ISO 9001:2015 and Cyber Essentials certified and can arrange Lloyds / other Marine Surveyors
approvals where required.
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HULL & CONSOLE COLOUR OPTIONS

JET BLACK

RINGPOWERCRAFT.CO.UK

SAPPHIRE BLUE

RACING RED

CARBON GREY

SKY BLUE

LAUNCH PINK

RANGER GREY

OCEAN BLUE

MELON YELLOW

SUPER WHITE

CRISP TEAL

PURE ORANGE

Also available in any RAL Colour

COCKPIT & CABIN OPTIONS
VINYL

SILVERTEX
ICE CREAM

SKYLIGHT

MOCCA

METEOR

PISTACHIO

CHARCOAL

PLATA

TIGER

CHERRY

GRENADINE

JET

SAND

TRIM PACKAGES
ATLANTIC
CARBONATICA
CARBON
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BLACK
EDITION

Other colours and materials are available

Key Optional Features
Bespoke built to provide the optimal solution
T-Tops
Vengeance or Classic
with fixed or electric roof

Consoles
Vengeance (Optional Head),
Commander (Optional Head) & Classic
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Vengeance Styling
Console, T-Top and Mast

Accessories
State of the art Tech and Luxury Equipment

Extensive Range of Seating
Standard and Suspension Options from Ring and
the World’s leading shock mitigation manufacturers

Custom Solutions without limits
We work with the World’s leading marine manufacturers
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Note: This is not a complete list of suppliers

Build Quality

Race bred hi-tech construction to maximize durability and strength
Our boats are built using the latest ISO, Lloyds or equivalent approved materials with the hulls constructed to meet the requirements of ISO 12215. We
can bespoke build to any surveyor standard required by the customer.
Our layup process has been developed by our engineers to maximise strength and durability, with optimal weight management and minimal water
retention properties.
Gelcoats are a combination of materials incorporating 100% blended epoxy vinyl ester resin and Isophthalic polyester resin, resulting in the following
key features:• Excellent physical, mechanical and weathering properties
• Superior water resistance
• > 5% tensile elongation
• Greatest resistance to fatigue failure
• Minimal air entrapment
• Excellent surface quality
• Outstanding blister resistance (Osmosis)
• Exceeds ISO 12215-1 Type A and DNV Grade 1 mechanical properties
Glass is a combination of Chopped Strand Mat and a 0/90 stitched combi mat with the internal structural construction using Nidaplast 8 core - a
polypropylene honeycomb which has acknowledged physical and mechanical properties to increase rigidity without adding weight.
Transom strength is critical, especially with multiple engine set ups. Our transoms are constructed from a selected FSC certified product and chosen
for its slow grown properties for improved strength and durability.
RHIB tubes are Hypalon, which comes in a variety of grades, colours and designs, and can be track mounted. Interiors are bespoke and we can provide
an extsensive range of fabrics and designs including Silvertex. We can also fit all major marine flooring types and brands.
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Please contact us for more information
+44 (0)1243 958180
www.ringpowercraft.co.uk
enquiries@ringpowercraft.co.uk
Disclaimer
Cetus Powercraft Limited (“we”, “our”) is the sole manufacturer of Ring Powercraft Sports Boats and RIBs and are the sole user of “Ring Powercraft” and
“Mike Ring Design” registered trademarks. We are not affiliated, associated, authorized, endorsed by, or in any way officially connected with Ring
Powercraft Limited or any of their affiliates or subsidiaries including, but not limited to, Ring Powercraft (the partnership) or any previous manufacturer
of “Ring Powercraft” or “Mike Ring Design” products. While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information stated on our products is
complete, accurate and has been obtained from reliable sources, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions on information which is obtained
from third party sources. While we have made every attempt to give accurate information, performance, range and other similar data are our opinion
based on information available to us and should not be strictly relied upon. The product’s performance, range and handling may be affected by
multiple variables including, but not limited to, driving, boat loading and conditions. We do not hold or issue copies of CE certification, data or any
other certification/ documentation for products previously manufactured by third parties, including but not limited to Ring Powercraft Ltd, regardless if
the product is branded as a “Ring Powercraft” boat. We are not responsible for any issue regarding warranty, production, quality or any other matter
relating to the same. Our official website is “ringpowercraft.co.uk”, the contents of which are copyrighted and are either our property or they are
licensed from third parties. Cetus Powercraft Limited is registered in the United Kingdom under Company Registration number 11047660. Our VAT
registration number is 312 0906 48. Our registered office address is Unit 1, Chichester Harbour Maine Park, Itchenor, West Sussex, PO20 7AY.
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Cetus Powercraft Ltd
Manufacturer of Ring Powercraft Sports Boats and RHIBs
Unit 1, Chichester Harbour Marine Park,
Itchenor, West Sussex,
PO20 7AY
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+44 (0) 1243 958180
enquiries@ringpowercraft.co.uk
www.ringpowercraft.co.uk
Ring Powercraft

